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About This Game

Do you like action twin-stick shooter games? We mixed this genre with tower defence elements! You have a chance to enter
a world full of mutants! Evil Dr. Hundertwasser change small animals to massive monsters! They want to destroy our reactors!

You can be one of two cosmic-agents who will exterminate evil with his own weapon, power of ZAMB!

Endless and Story Mode: Hack and defend the reactors in 15 action-packed story levels and survive in 9 extremely
skillful endless stages!
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BeCoop: Choose between Local and Online Mode in Single or Coop!

420 Upgrades: Increase range, power up your damage, or upgrade defence system to your turrets and gain more XP for
extermination enemy waves!

17 Unique Enemies: Fight against mutant Wasps, Scorpions with blasters, exploding Ticks or the titanic Crusher Bugs!

3 Challenging Bosses: Face off against the most destructive scientific experiments created by the mad scientist Dr
Hundertwasser!

Replayability: Face neverending hordes of mutants in new Endless mode and unlock Steam achievements and star
related challenges through every level, thus proving that you are the best!

Choose beetwen Cye - The amazing brawler, he is trained in melee combat and uses powerful gadgets of mass destruction; or
Chrome - the master tactician, an agent of ranged warfare weapon and turret defence systems operator.
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Title: ZAMB! Endless Extermination
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Nano Games
Publisher:
Nano Games
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian
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I love it Just turned on the side if I had purchased more bundles that I already listen to me I don\u2019t care about Cancun
except for the time. Forced forward movement with slow turning, not a real twin stick shooter to me, controls very badly, not
fun to play.
Extremely sluggish and unresponsive.

Besides that, it has huge problems with the controls over all.

Started it the first time with only my 360 controller connected, registered one button push and then did not accept any more
input.

Restarted with the Vive controllers turned on, took me a while to figure out how to turn on the pointer.
It worked but it just does not feel right to play with the controllers, you just use both trackpads like sticks.

Restarted again and connected my Steam Controller, worked for one round then went dead and did not accept input anymore.

The 3D effects in VR are rudimentary, it looks more like a big 2D screen projection.

I should not be this harsh on a 0.9\u20ac game but this is no fun at all and barely playable.. Interesting story, however the
conversations are very awkward as are the movements of all of the characters. The previous two things seem to appear in all of
the Adventure Company's games (at least the ones I've played). It is very difficult for me to get past it, but once you do, the
game is alright. Definitely wait until this game is on sale before buying.. Can't recommend Oniken, here are my issues with it:

Enemy attacks are barely telegraphed, death animations are too hard to notice
(more than 20 years ago Ninja Gaiden did this much better)

Projectiles are too fast to dodge unless you time jumping upfront by learning timings
(this forces player to "learn" the stages by constant repetition, which is not a very good combination with my next point)

It takes two or more hits to kill the majority of the enemies, this alone disrupts the flow way too much for me

The hitboxes on the flamethrower projectiles feel off

The character sprite is confusing, the legs are facing left and the torso is facing right
(pretty sure they did this on purpose)

The ranged attack is the classical aching projectile which I find very annoying

Secondary attack is Up + Main Attack
(check out how this issue was fixed in the expansions for Shovel Knight)

. Warning: spoilers ahead)

Playthrough 1:
> Live in world with giant eternal storm clouds
> Build magic power plants
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> Attacked by neighbor country
> Marry my magic apprentice
> Told wife she could research on cleaning up toxic magic residue after war
> Wife explodes herself during research
> I am now sad
> Somehow cause storm clouds to start flooding the world
> Ride airship for mission
> Get hit by lightning
> Crash
> Survive
> Even more sad
> F*ck it
> Create magic cannon that will shoot magic beam to destroy magic storm
> It works
> Wtf
> Become known as the wizard who ended the eternal storm clouds
> Hopefully not become known as wizard who made storm worse in the first place
> Stargaze on hill during a clear night sky
> Couple stargazes nearby too
> Game: that could have been you
> *sigh*

Playthrough 2:
> Dabble in manipulating life
> Grow wings and get rainbow feathers on hair
> Create cute bird pet
> Create many docile magic beasts to help kingdom
> Magic beasts start turning violent
> Turns out a dragon learned how to use life magic too
> Bird pet is scared
> I try to stop dragon by making my bird pet giant
> Giant bird pet becomes scared giant bird pet and runs away
> Dragon uses life magic to turn me into a bird
> I am bird
> Days later, friends come looking for me
> I no longer care, I am now bird
> *fly away*

(end of spoilers)

For 4~5$, you're getting more than just one story where you're choices weave the tale.. Little Buggy, Snap points dont seem to
load sometimes forcing you to think why the bridge seems to fall apart when you you start the simulation even though its correct
and following the help guide they provide.

quitting the game and loading back in seems to do the trick.

Good time killer but dont expect much game time, you get bored to easily!

\u00a36.29 on steam sale seems too much for a very repetitive small Game, wait for it to drop a little and grab something
similar on your phone, does the same job :)
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i've been using different variations of this for years, works great, easy to use. now that i found it on steam, even better, record
video games, edit, and upload.. $0.99 well spent once again. Polypa is wonderful and Zebruh is terrible (of course). Fantastic
flashback of the 80's when I was a kid sitting on the floor playing Paper Boy on the NES.
Great game, nicely made and fairly addicting.. Not Recommended. this game is like a charecter i created on unity. jimmy. its
my little slime charecter that flys jumps and follows me around.
._.
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